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How Do I Monitor & Maintain My Recorder

In general, your recorder requires very little attention — simply use 
Events, Alarms, Status, and Quantify Insight to monitor your recorder, so 
you can stay informed of any potential issues and perform maintenance 
when needed

This Quick Question topic provides general information on monitoring 
your recorder, and some common tasks usually performed during 
maintenance work.

Monitor

Events

Events are activities on your recorder and are recorded in the event logs. 
To view events, go to Configuration > Events:

• All – all events on the recorder.

• Alert – errors, failures, and warnings.

• Configuration – recorder configuration events (full audit trail).

• Fault – faults detected by the recorder. 

• Replay Authorisation – replay requests and status updates (not 
available if this feature is not enabled).

• User – user activity events.

To view an events list, just click an event type. Click the Earlier, Later and 
Filter buttons to refine your view.

To export a full list of events to a CSV file, go to Configuration > Events > 
Export, and click the Export button.
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Alarms

Alarms are priority events such as low storage space or inadequate 
licenses – both of these have the potential to prevent recording  
and/or replay.

Alarms are reported via the Quantify main menu and can also be 
viewed at any time from Configuration > Status > Recorder Status.

Status

Monitor recorder health, key statistics, and user status using 
the status tab — go to Configuration > Status:

• Logged In Users: view a list of currently logged in users 
and number of “allocated” Search & Replay, Event 
Reconstruct, and QM licenses.

Tip: To force a logout, click the username. Useful when 
you need to “release/reallocate” licenses.

• Media List: view archive media details.

• Network Storage: view network storage details.

• Recorder Status: view general recorder status information 
and alerts.

• Statistics: view general recorder statistics such as the  
number of calls recorded or network storage backlog.

• Version Information: view software version information.  
Useful information if you contact Red Box Support.
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Quantify Insight

By far the easiest way to monitor your recorder is to use Quantify Insight (provided as part of Quantify Version 4A SP1 
and later). Quantify Insight monitors a comprehensive set of critical system information, and provides clear and concise 
status indicators, alarms, warnings, and recommendations — you can even get alarms and other information emailed to 
you so there’s no need to constantly monitor recorder status.

Maintain

Config & Diag Files

In general, we recommend that you prepare and download config (Configuration) & diag (Diagnostics) files before 
performing any recorder maintenance, especially a restart/shutdown. Also, if you call Red Box Support, you will be asked 
to create these files.

• Configuration File: Backup of all configuration settings.

• Diagnostics File: Diagnostics data for the Red Box support team.

• Prepare (Create): Go to Configuration > Maintenance and click Prepare Config or Prepare Diagnostic. Enter a filename 
(good practice to use the recorder ID and date in the filename) and click the Prepare button to create the file. Note 
that recorder performance can be affected.

• Download: Go to Configuration > Maintenance > Download Files and select the file to download. Click the Empty 
button to clear the file folder on the recorder.
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Restart & Shutdown

Certain Quantify admin tasks (like applying a network storage license) or general maintenance work (like changing your 
recorder IP address) will require a recorder restart. Similarly, you may prefer to shutdown the recorder for some types of 
maintenance work.

• Restart – initiate a clean OS restart of the recorder.

• Shutdown – initiate a clean OS shutdown of the recorder.

Follow the steps below to restart or shutdown your recorder. Note that a restart can take a number of minutes and no 
recording will take place during the restart. Similarly (and obviously), a shutdown will stop all recording. Therefore we 
recommend that these tasks are performed outside of normal usage hours.

To restart or shutdown your recorder:

1. Although not essential, we recommend that you prepare and download config (Configuration) & diag 
(Diagnostics) files before performing a restart:

• Prepare (Create): Go to Configuration > Maintenance and click Prepare Config or Prepare Diagnostic. Enter a 
filename and click the Prepare button to create the file. Note that recorder performance can be affected.

• Download: Go to Configuration > Maintenance > Download Files and select the file to download. Click the 
Empty button to clear the file folder on the recorder.

2. To perform the restart/shutdown, go to Maintenance > Recorder, select Restart or Shutdown, and then click the 
Stop Recorder button.

Wireshark Data Redaction

As part of the Red Box installation and support processes, we may ask for Wireshark traces as part of our triage process 
to help us investigate potential issues. In order to prevent sending us “sensitive” data, Red Box provides a simple 
redaction tool to allow audio and/or metadata to be redacted within any PCAP or PCAPNG Wireshark trace files, prior to 
sending the files to Red Box. This helps to minimise the data risk for both parties.

Considerations

• The Wireshark Redaction Tool only supports SIP protocol telephony integrations and only works with Wireshark PCAP 
and PCAPNG trace files.

• Encrypted calls are not supported.

• ”Windows formatted” and “Linux formatted” network traffic are both supported – redaction operates in the same way 
for both.

• In general, the decision (and ultimate responsibility) to redact audio, metadata, or both, is for the “customer”, not for 
Red Box.

• There’s no granularity to what can be redacted – that is, if audio is selected then all audio is redacted, if metadata is 
selected then all metadata is redacted.

• To clarify, redacted data is “replaced” with random data – for active audio, this would play as white noise (silence is left 
as is). Once data has been redacted, it can’t be retrieved/reconstructed.
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Run the Tool

1. The Wireshark Redaction Tool can be requested/sent from the Red Box Support Team - download and extract the 
RedactionApp.zip file to a Windows PC (Windows 10 or 11).

2. Open a command prompt, navigate to the tool folder, and run the tool:

RedactionApp.exe --mode filename.ext

Replace --mode with --audio (redact audio only), --metadata (redact metadata only), or --all (redact audio and 
metadata).

Replace filename.ext with the filename (and file path if not in the same folder) of your PCAP or PCAPNG file that 
you want to redact.

3. The output of the redacted file will be saved to the same location as the original file, in the format 
filename(redacted-mode).ext. For example, 20220808_SIPREC_calltest_02(redacted-all).pcapng 

Note:

• If the PCAP/PCAPNG file can’t be read by the packet reader, the file format is invalid, and the tool will not redact any 
data – an “invalid format” error message will be generated.

• The tool provides logs in the same directory as the app, providing details of the redaction process, or error messages, 
as appropriate.
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